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Abstract

In 2017, Tian, Yang and Mu presented a new three-party
key exchange protocol YPKE in radio frequency identi-
fication environment, which is based on the HMQV pro-
tocol. They claimed that the proposed YPKE protocol
in the three-party setting meets user privacy and session
key security. In this comment, we point out that the
YPKE protocol still has some weaknesses. Our results
show that the proposed YPKE protocol cannot provide
perfect forward secrecy, and also cannot resist imperson-
ation attack. At the same time, the YPKE protocol is
lack of the security of ephemeral private key leakage and
unknown key-share, which the original HMQV protocol
can achieve.
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1 Introduction

With the rise in technology, radio frequency identification
(RFID) protocols [1–3, 10, 13, 14] have become essential
components in the Internet of Things (IoT) environment.
Usually, in a RFID protocol, the session key to encrypt
communication messages among the reader(or server) and
the tags (or users) is needed. Key exchange (KE), which
can generate the session key, is a fundamental building
block in open network. There are many famous KE pro-
tocols in the literature, such as MQV protocol [4, 5, 9],
HMQV protocol [7] and NAXOS protocol [8].

Recently, Tian, Yang and Mu [12] presented a novel key
exchange protocol, called YPKE protocol. The YPKE
protocol using yoking proof [6] could generate a common
session key among the reader(or server) and the tags (or
users). The design of the YPKE protocol was based on the
HMQV protocol and Schnorr signature [11]. However, in
contrast to the original HMQV protocol, the YPKE pro-
tocol needs three round and involves three parties, i.e. a
server and two users. In this comment, we will point out

that the YPKE protocol exists some weaknesses. We show
that the YPKE protocol is lack of perfect forward secrecy,
and cannot resist insider impersonation attack, unknown
key-share attack and ephemeral private key leakage at-
tack, which the original HMQV protocol can resist.

The remainder of this comment will firstly introduce
the original YPKE protocol in Section 2. Then, Section 3
points out the weaknesses of the YPKE protocol. Con-
clusion will be given in Section 4.

2 Review of the YPKE Protocol

Here, we briefly review the YPKE protocol proposed by
Tian et al. in 2017. For more details, refer to [12].

Table 1: The notations

Notations Description
S the reader/server
TX a tag/user
τ security parameter
G a cyclic additive group of order q,

where |q| = τ is a big prime,
g is a generator of this group

SPKS/SSKS the server’s public/secret key,
where SPKS = (SPKS1, SPKS2)
SSKS = (SSKS1, SSKS2)

EPKTX/ESKTX TX’s ephemeral public/secret key
PKTX/SKTX TX’s public/secret key, where

PKTX = (PKTX1, PKTX2)
SKTX = (SKTX1, SKTX2)

H1 a hash function used in the HMQV
from {0, 1}∗ to {0, 1}l

H ′1 a hash function from {0, 1}∗
to {0, 1}τ

H2 a hash function from {0, 1}∗ to Zq
H3 a hash function from G to {0, 1}τ
ENC encryption function
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2.1 The Description of YPKE Protocol

In this subsection, we describe the YPKE protocol shown
in Figure 1, which needs five step.

1) Server S sends the key SPKS to user TA and TB.
This step is the same with the original YPKE proto-
col.

2) Upon receiving the key SPKS , TA and TB re-
spectively send the message (EPKTA, CTA) and
(EPKTB , CTB), where CTA = ENCSPKS2(PKTA),
CTB = ENCSPKS2(PKTB), EPKTA = gESKTA

and EPKTB = gESKTB .

3) Upon receiving (EPKTA, CTA) and (EPKTB , CTB),
S uses the key SSKS2 to obtain PKTA and
PKTB . Then S sends (c, EPKTB , C

′
TA) to

user TA and (c, EPKTA, C
′
TB) to user TB,

where C ′TA = ENCPKTA2
(PKTB1) and C ′TB =

ENCPKTB2
(PKTA1).

4) User TA decrypts ENCPKTA2
(PKTB1) to obtain

PKTB1 and uses the HMQV method to compute
KTATB . Then TA computes Y = gy, where
y = H2(KTATB ||c), and computes TTA = gtTA ,
where tTA ∈R Zq. Further, user TA computes the
signature SigTA = tTA + eTASKTA1, where eTA =
H2(TTA||EPKTA||PKTB1||CTA||SPKESKTA

S1 ||c||Y ).
Finally, TA computes the session key
FSK = H3(SPKy

S1) and sends (SigTA, TTA, Y )
to server S. Similarly, user TB also computes
the session key FSK = H3(SPKy

S1) and sends
(SigTB , TTB , Y ) to server S.

5) Server S verifies gSigTA = TTA ·PKeTA

TA1 and gSigTB =
TTB ·PKeTB

TB1. If two equations are right at the same
time. Then S computes the session key FSK =
H3(Y SSKS1). Otherwise, S aborts the session.

3 Analysis of the YPKE Protocol

In this section, we firstly review some of the security at-
tributes of the KE protocols, and then provide our anal-
ysis.

Perfect Forward Secrecy: A user’s private key leak-
age does not compromise the security of session keys
generated by this user before the leakage happened.

Insider Impersonation Attack: A user or the server,
which involves in the protocol, is malicious, and im-
personates another user (or server) to cheat the legal
server (or user).

Unknown Key-Share Attack: The adversary M , can
corrupt any user, mount the attack between two hon-
est users A and B. At the end of a session, user A
convinces that he has shared the session key with
user B. However, user B thinks that she has shared
the session key with corrupted user C.

Ephemeral Private Key Leakage Attack: The ad-
versary learns the ephemeral private key, and uses
it to compute the session key.

3.1 The Lack of Perfect Forward Secrecy

Tian et al. claimed that the adversary could not make
corrupt queries to the server in their model. However,
we think that it is not a reasonable assumption. In the
YPKE protocol, there are three parties, a server and two
users, whose private key and public key are independent.
If the adversary can make queries to two users, he should
also make queries to the server.

Since the common session key is FSK = H3(Y SSKS1),
the adversary learning the server’s private key SSKS =
(SSKS1, SSKS2) can use the public message Y to achieve
FSK = H3(Y SSKS1) easily. It means that the YPKE
protocol cannot achieve the property of perfect forward
secrecy.

3.2 The Description of Insider Imperson-
ation Attack

In the original YPKE protocol, the server does not verify
the identity of two users in the first round communica-
tions, so a malicious user can cheat the server successfully.
Here, we assume that the user TB is a malicious user. He
first fabricates a user TA∗ with public key PKTA∗ and
private key SKTA∗ .

1) Server S sends the key SPKS to the user TA and
the user TB. However, the user TB intercepts the
message for the user TA. It means that the user TA
even does not know the existence of the session.

2) Upon receiving the key SPKS , TA∗, who is
impersonated by TB, and TB respectively send
the message (EPKTA∗ , CTA∗) and (EPKTB , CTB),
where CTA∗ = ENCSPKS2(PKTA∗), CTB =
ENCSPKS2(PKTB), EPKTA∗ = gESKTA∗ and
EPKTB = gESKTB .

3) Upon receiving (EPKTA∗ , CTA∗) and
(EPKTB , CTB), the server S uses the pri-
vate key SSKS2 to obtain public key PKTA∗

and PKTB respectively. Then the server S
sends the message (c, EPKTB , C

′
TA∗) to the

user TA∗ and (c, EPKTA∗ , C
′
TB) to the user

TB, where C ′TA∗ = ENCPKTA2∗ (PKTB1) and
C ′TB = ENCPKTB2

(PKTA1∗).

4) Upon intercepting the message (c, EPKTB , C
′
TA∗)

and receiving the message (c, EPKTA∗ , C
′
TB), user

TB randomly chooses a value y ∈R Zq. Then user
TB computes Y = gy and TTA∗ = gtTA∗ , where
tTA∗ ∈R Zq. Further, user TB computes the signa-
ture SigTA∗ = tTA∗ + eTA∗SKTA1∗ , where eTA∗ =
H2(TTA∗ ||EPKTA∗ ||PKTB1||CTA∗ ||SPKESKTA∗

S1 ||c
||Y ). Finally, user TB computes the final session
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TA S TB

SPKS←−−−− SPKS−−−−→

(EPKTA, CTA)
−−−−−−−−−−−→

(EPKTB , CTB)
←−−−−−−−−−−−

(c, EPKTB , C
′
TA)

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−
(c, EPKTA, C

′
TB)

−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

(SigTA, TTA, Y )
−−−−−−−−−−−→

(SigTB , TTB , Y )
←−−−−−−−−−−−

TB : FSK = H3(SPKy
S1)

TA : FSK = H3(SPKy
S1)

S : FSK =H3(Y SSKS1)

Figure 1: The YPKE protocol

key FSK = H3(SPKy
S1) and impersonates the user

TA to send (SigTA∗ , TTA∗ , Y ) to server S. Similarly,
user TB also sends (SigTB , TTB , Y ) to the server S.

5) Server S verifies gSigTA∗ = TTA∗ · PKeTA∗
TA1∗ and

gSigTB = TTB · PKeTB

TB1. If two equations are right
at the same time. Then S computes the session key
FSK = H3(Y SSKS1). Otherwise, S aborts the ses-
sion.

Now, the session is finished. The server will think that he
has shared the common session key with user TA and user
TB. However, the user TA does not know the existence
of the session completely. So the malicious user TB has
successfully cheated the server in the session.

3.3 The Description of Unknown Key-
Share Attack

In the original YPKE protocol, the user does not verify
the identity of the server, so a malicious user can cheat
the other user successfully. Here, we assume that the user
TB is a malicious user. He can cheat the user TA, who
thinks that she has shared a common session key with the
server and the user TB. However, in fact, the server even
does not know the existence of the session.

1) The user TB learns the server S’s public key SPKS
and user TA’s public key PKTA from other sessions.
Then he can impersonate the server to send S’s pub-
lic key SPKS to user TA.

2) Upon receiving the key SPKS , TA sends the mes-
sage (EPKTA, CTA) to the server S, where CTA =
ENCSPKS2(PKTA) and EPKTA = gESKTA .

3) The user TB intercepts the message (EPKTA, CTA).
Then he impersonates the server S and sends
(c, EPKTB , C

′
TA) to the user TA, where C ′TA =

ENCPKTA2
(PKTB1).

4) User TA decrypts ENCPKTA2
(PKTB1) to obtain

PKTB1 and uses the HMQV method to compute

KTATB . Then user TA computes Y = gy, where
y = H2(KTATB ||c), and computes TTA = gtTA ,
where tTA ∈R Zq. Further, user TA computes the
signature SigTA = tTA + eTASKTA1, where eTA =
H2(TTA||EPKTA||PKTB1||CTA||SPKESKTA

S1 ||c||Y ).
Finally, TA computes the session key
FSK = H3(SPKy

S1) and sends (SigTA, TTA, Y ) to
the server S.

5) Upon intercepting the message (SigTA, TTA, Y ), the
user TB can compute the session key FSK =
H3(SPKy

S1) and finish the session.

When the session is finished, the user TA will think that
he has shared the session key with the server S and the
user TB. In contrast, the server S does not know the
existence of the session. So the malicious user TB has
successfully cheated the user TA in the session. It will
be dangerous in some situations of IoT environment. The
main reason is the lack of authentication, when the user
TA communicates with the server S in the YPKE proto-
col.

3.4 The Description of Ephemeral Pri-
vate Key Leakage Attack

Tian et al.’s original YPKE protocol was based on the
HMQV protocol. However, the HMQV protocol with
implicit authentication can resist ephemeral private key
leakage attack. However, the adversary, who learns the
value of ESKTA and tTA in the YPKE protocol, can use
SigTA to compute the TA’s private key SKTA1. It is con-
tradict to the HMQV method. Similarly, if the adversary
learns the value of ESKTB and tTB , he also can compute
TB’s private key SKTB1.

4 Conclusion

In this comment, we analyze the security of the YPKE
protocol, and point out that the YPKE protocol still ex-
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ist some weaknesses. It means that the YPKE proto-
col is lack of perfect forward secrecy, and cannot resist
insider impersonation attack, unknown key-share attack
and ephemeral private key leakage attack. In fact, the
server and tags in the IoT environment have different
compute capability. So it is not an easy task to design
an excellent key exchange protocol in such an imbalanced
network.
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